THE BRAND NEW
SUNDAY EVENING
BACCHANAL FETE

SOCA MANIA SUNDAYS

MUSIC POLICY SOCA, CHUTNEY CALYPSO, KASSAV WITH A SLICE OF REGGAE, SOUL HOUSE, BASHMANT, RNB AND HIP HOP

EVERY SUNDAY
FROM 7PM TIL 2AM - LAST ENTRY 1AM

MAESTRO'S NIGHTCLUB
FORMERLY ZANZIBAR NIGHTCLUB

291 KIRKDALE SYDENHAM SE26 4QD

THIS FLYER ADMITS 1 PERSON FREE B4 12AM
THE SUNDAY EVENING
BACCHANAL FETE

THE FINEST SOCA, CHUTNEY, CALYPSO, ZOUK, KASSAV, RNB, HIP HOP, REGGAE & MORE
PLAYED BY OUR RESIDENT DJ'S

SOCA MASSIVE
DJ MATCHIZ
SHAKER HD
DJ SCOOPY

PA
BY KEISHA K

PLUS SPECIAL GUEST DJS
ON ROTATION

SMOKEY JOE * DJ FYIA KYIA
DJ BLACK CERIAN * DJ MCKSTA

This flyer admits 1 person FREE before 12am

7pm till 2am | No admission after 1am
info www.ticketmania.co.uk • tel: 0208-778-3201

socamania

MAESTRO’S NIGHTCLUB
FORMERLY ZANZIBAR NIGHTCLUB

291 KIRKDALE SYDENHAM SE26 4QD
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